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Awareness Exercise:  

The How-What-Where of Feelings 
1. Carefully read through the Awareness Exercise steps below. 
 
2. Find a comfortable position. Slowly take a deep breath in for five counts, and then 
exhale for five counts. Do this two more times. 
 
3. Close your eyes. Bring to mind a time when you felt sad, and notice how (the 
intensity, for instance), what you feel (the sensation itself), and where in your body 
you’re feeling this feeling. Write down what you experienced. 
 
4. Slowly repeat this process with the following emotions, noticing how, what, and where 
you’re feeling these feelings in each instance. Take a deep clearing breath in and 
exhalation out before going on to the next feeling. Bring to mind a time you felt: 

v Angry 
v Disappointed 
v Content 
v Deeply satisfied 
v Joyful 
v Excited and happy about achieving something important to you 
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Modulating Your Anger 
If you struggle with how your anger gets expressed, there are many steps you can take 
to modulate it more effectively. They include: 
 

v Acknowledging that how you manage your anger is a problem. 
v Deciding and committing to kind and well-intentioned behavior that does not 

escalate, demean, threaten, or physically hurt others. 
v Noticing how, what, and where anger is experienced in your body. 
v Noticing your patterns of expression before you erupt. 
v Knowing your patterns and observing your bodily cues of anger so you can 

choose how to express yourself more constructively. 
v Taking five to ten deep, slow breaths to slow yourself down if you feel angry. 
v Holding your hands clasped together behind your back till you calm down. 
v Engaging in self-talk that encourages you to be well intentioned and stay calm. 
v Riding the waves of anger until they have subsided before you utter a word. 
v Speaking without raising your voice and without intensity or a sarcastic tone. 
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Diminishing Distractions Exercise 
1. Using the list of distracters, identify all the different ways you keep yourself from 
knowing your experience (that is, your thoughts, feelings, needs, perceptions, 
sensations, memories, and beliefs). Write down the ones you use. 
 
2. For one week, notice how you experience and respond to life situations, good or bad. 
In your journal, describe the observations you are making. Do you tend to move toward 
feelings or away from them? 
 
3. After those seven days, identify the deflecting or disconnecting behavior that is 
easiest to change. For the next 14 days, notice when you use or are inclined to use that 
deflecting response. Track your progress in your journal. In what situations does your 
distraction surface? Is there a theme to what you are doing? In an effort to re‑ pattern a 
new response, stop yourself from using the distraction and instead, ask yourself: “What 
do I actually think, feel, need, or perceive right now?” 
 
4. Once you are aware of what you might be avoiding, see if there is a new response 
you can make. For example, I taught about these distractions several years ago during 
a graduate school course, and the conversation was centered on caffeine consumption 
as the distraction. This was making some students really uncomfortable when, in the 
intensity of the moment, one of the students reached for her Coca-Cola can— and then 
noticed what she was doing. She laughed, and then went on to reflect about why she 
felt so uncomfortable in the first place (which had to do with the role caffeine played in 
her life). The new response or “correction,” in this case, was getting at the root of the 
issue and acknowledging it so it could be addressed. What is your new response? 
 
5. Once you’ve completed 14 days of identifying and consciously moving away from the 
deflection you’ve selected, choose the next deflection on your list, notice what happens  
for 14 days, and repeat for each kind of distraction strategy you use. 
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The Doubter’s Reset 
1. Take a moment to ask each question. 
 
2. Notice how these types of questions (“Can I, Do I, Will I, Am I”) feel within your body. 
Do they foster more doubt and anxiety? 
 
3. Now for each, make the corresponding declarative statement. 
 
4. Notice how the corresponding statements (“I can, I do, I will, I am”) feel within your 
body. Do the statements help you feel more capable, confident, and empowered? 
 
5. Write about what happens when you make that switch. 
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Visualizing Decisions 
1. Set aside roughly 20 minutes to sit quietly and just focus on deep breathing and 
quieting your mind. 
 
2. When you feel fully relaxed, take each available choice for your situation and run 
through your mind how you see it playing out, from beginning to end. Pay special 
attention to the feelings each choice elicits, whether pleasant or unpleasant. 
 
3. Consider the consequences in the short term (over the next few weeks or months) 
and the long term (in three, five, or ten years). 
 
4. Return to a relaxed state and take some time to absorb what your experience of loss 
may be if you were to make one choice over the other. 
 
5. For each choice you considered, write down the thoughts, images, and feelings that 
surfaced. 
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Bad Emotional Math 
Circle the statements below that most accurately describe your use of Bad or Good 
Emotional Math. Review the statements that reflect where you are engaging in Bad 
Emotional Math and then ask yourself what needs to change in your belief, attitude, 
feelings, or behavior to accomplish Good Emotional Math. 
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Turning Up the Volume of Your Thoughts 
 
1. Be aware of what you are thinking yet are reluctant to share. 
 
2. Imagine that your thoughts are songs. 
 
3. Without speaking, it’s as if you have earbuds plugged in; only you can hear the 
songs. 
 
4. To share the “song” of your thoughts, put it on speaker, turn up the volume, and 
share the “music” (your thoughts) with others. 
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Evening Ritual 
1. At the end of the evening, review your day. 
 
2. Were there moments you could have handled better? Think through those situations; 
identify what you can learn from them and do a mental replay with your desired 
response. 
 
3. Take time to read your vision again, immersing yourself once more in what you wrote. 
 
4. Write down your wins. 
 
5. Take a moment to reflect on any recognition or compliments you received. Stack the 
positive. Absorb them. Ask yourself: Am I becoming who I most want to be? 
 
6. End with gratitude. 
 
7. Remember to set aside time weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly to review and 
change your goals and dreams and to see what you have accomplished and how you 
have developed. 
 
 
 
 


